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force was extra bridging-equipment; and to army troops was
added a mobile unit carrying enough material to build five
hundred yards of bridge.
The Turkish XVIII Army Corps (45thy 51st, 52nd
Divisions) were still occupying the seemingly impregnable
defences of Sannaiyat and the entrenched positions behind
them; the river front as far as Kut; thence from a point three
miles north-east of the town to the Hai, two miles below its
exit from the Tigris thence to the north-west towards
Shumran.* Of the right-bank portion of this front, the
enemy's strong points were his defences at the Khadairi
Bend, and at the Hai Salient (which formed a bridge-
head to the pontoon bridge across the Hai opposite Kut and
covered the approaches to Shumran—where there was a boat-
bridge across the Tigris—from the east). For several miles
below the Hai Salient, the line of the river Hai was garri-
soned by weak posts of infantry and watched by mounted
Arab Irregulars. In all, the hostile forces on the Tigris were
estimated at seven hundred cavalry, about twenty thousand
rifles and seventy guns. In Persia, the XIII Corps was
thought to be about seventeen thousand rifles and fifty
guns, opposing the Russian force of seven thousand
cavalry and sixteen thousand infantry; at Baghdad there
were some four or five thousand rifles and on the Euphrates
there were scattered detachments amounting to approximately
two thousand rifles and eight guns.
Prom a glance at Maps 3 and 4, it will be seen that
while on the left bank of the Tigris General Maude's front lay
within a hundred and twenty yards of Sannaiyat, on the right
bank 'his advanced posts—only two miles from the line of the
Turks- at Khadairi Bend and five miles from the line of the
Hai—were eleven miles up-stream of that point.
The strength of the two armies on the Tigris was :—
Turkish., on the left bank, about seventeen thousand five hun-
dred infantry and fifty-five guns; on the right bank about two
thousand five hundred rifles and fifteen guns. British, three
thousand five hundred cavalry, forty-five thousand rifles and
a hundred and seventy-four guns.
By the beginning of December, General Maude had a dis-
tinct advantage over the enemy, not only in numbers, in
organisation and in efficiency, but also because on the right
bank he had the opportunity to manoeuvre against the left
* Fide Maps No. 3 and 4.

